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Author’s response to reviews:

Thank you for giving me and my co-worker this opportunity to improve our manuscript. Here we provide the point-by-point response to the comments. If there anything need to make improvement in this manuscript, we would give seriously consideration.

Reviewer #1:

comment: The major drawback to report is too long Deleting all the well-known information.
response: Some unnecessary part of this manuscript have been deleted.

comment: Wrong spelling.
response: Has been modified.

comment: Page 6: line 9 - 26. Provide institutional ethical clearance details (date and number.)
response: Has been added.

comment: Page 15: line 2. References.
response: Has been modified and indicated in the text by highlighting.

comment: Pages 15/16: delete list of abbreviations.

response: Has been deleted.

Reviewer #2

comment: Title- please replace "ostrution" with "obstruction".

response: Has been modified and indicated by highlighting

comment: Abstract- please explain the abbreviation for TRPV1. response: Explanation has been added and indicated by highlighting.

comment: Page 6 lines 21 and 25- replace "ployurea" with "polyuria".

response: Has been modified and indicated by highlighting

comment: Figures' and tables' captions- please explain the abbreviations.

response: Explanation has been added and indicated by highlighting